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"It is desire, anger, born of the quality of rajas, all-devouring
and sinful; know it to be the enemy."1 This is the reply that
Shri Krishna gave to Arjuna when the latter asked him what
it was that drove man to commit sin against his will. It means
this: "The cause of sin is desire, anger, which has its origin in the
quality of rajas; is all-devouring and drives men to sins with-
out number. Know it, for certain, to be the enemy." This is an
established truth. Hence you should have remained quiet when
Mr. K. lost his temper. When one's elders get angry, one should
be gentle and not answer back; if forced to reply, one should say:
"I will correct myself; please forgive me this time." There is no
admission in this of one's having acted wrongly on purpose. Later,
when the person has calmed down, one may politely put one's
doubt to him, if one has any. You can ask Mr. K., when he is
himself, how it was wrong to serve apples picked from a lot
which was getting rotten,
David's Psalm has a meaning which is worth understanding.
He desires in it the destruction of the wicked; the significance of
this is that he cannot bear evil. The same idea appears in the
Ramayana. Gods and men both pray for the destruction of
rakskasas2* The prayer Jqya Rama Rama is inspired by the same
sentiment. The spiritual significance of the Psalm is that David
(Arjuna—the godward attributes3) desires the destruction of Dur-
yodhana and others [the satanic attributes]. This is the sattoic*
impulse. It comes into play when one is in a state of bkakti.
When one attains to the state ofjnana*> both the impulses subside
and all that remains is pure consciousness—Knowledge Absolute.
You will not probably find this state described in the Bible. Though
David was imperfect, he was a bkaktcfi. His sentiments have found
expression in the Psalm in simple language and, though a great
man, he makes himself humble before God, looking upon himself
as a mere blade of grass*
[From Gujarati]
Gandhijini Sadhana
1 Vide Bhagaoad Gite, III, 37. Here  the original verse in Sanskrit has
been quoted.
^Demons
3	Vide Bhagavad Gita> XVI, 1-3.
4	Tending to the ethical life, as distinct from the rej&sie, tending to compe-
titive striving, and the temasic, tending to inertia; vide Bhagstod Gite, XVIII, 30-2
5	Enlightenment
6	Devotee

